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The change of localization of a scattering state under the free and interacting 
time evolutions for quantum mechanical potential scattering is controlled. If a 
particle of mass m is localized in a ball of radius R and has energy below mv’,i2. 
then at time t the component of the state in the “forbidden region” Ix/ > R + vt 
decays integrably in time. Various sharper estimates for the free time evolution are 
collected in Section II. The momentum support of a state in terms of its full energy 
support in regions where the potential is weak is controlled. The potential may be 
fairly general of short or long range. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We study the motion of a quantum mechanical particle of mass m moving 
in \I-dimensional space which is influenced by a potential. If the potential 
decays towards infinity then far out the kinetic energy and the total energy 
approximately coincide and the maximal speed of the particle is determined 
by the maximal energy of the particle. Let a state be initially localized inside 
a ball of radius R and let it have an energy bounded above by mu2/2. Then 
we call (in a suggestive oversimplification) the set 1x1 < R + c Jt 1 the 
“classically allowed region” at time I. It is easy to show [ 2, Sect. 7; 3 1 that 
the component of a state in the “classically forbidden region” 1 x ( > R + P / r / 
vanishes asymptotically (i.e., for / t ( -+ co). We are interested here in more 
detailed information about the “tails” of states in the classically forbidden 
region, namely, in estimates of the decay rate in space and time. We will 
show under suitable assumptions on the potential that 
Ji”, Jr dt IIF(lxJ > (1 + a)(R + ut)) exp(--iHit)g(H) F(J?r) < R)ll = 0, 
+, 0 
(1.1) 
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where F(e) is in x-space the multiplication operator with the characteristic 
function of the indicated region, exp(-iHr) the time-evolution operator, 
g(e) E CF(lR) has compact support in (-co, mv2/2), g(H) is defined by the 
functional calculus, and Q > 0 arbitrary. 
This result is a crucial estimate for multiparticle scattering theory, but it 
also has some interest in its own. For the free time evolution the same 
estimate is true, the integrand decays even faster than any inverse power of 
(R + ut). The proof of (1.1) relies on that fact and on estimates of the 
corrections due to the interaction. 
Let us now state the precise assumptions. The Hamiitonian H which 
generates the time evolution exp(-itit) is a self-adjoint operator on the 
Hilbert space Z 2 L’(R”). It is obtained as (an operator sum or) a form 
sum (see, e.g., [9]) 
H=H,+v=--!--d+v. (1.2) 
The symmetric potential V may consist of a bounded long range part V, and 
a short range part V, 
v= v,+ v,= v,+ v, + v,. (1.3) 
The first component V, of the short range part and the negative part V,- of 
its second component are form bounded perturbations of H, 
I(‘K IV, + ~2-l~u)l,<~~~~~,~‘)+~Il~I12 (1.4) 
for some a < 1, b < co. The positive part V,, may be a very singular self- 
adjoint operator, and for the form domains we assume 
=3’W,)~-W-2+) is dense. (1.5) 
Then the self-adjoint operator H is well defined as a form sum and 
(H, + i)“2(H + i) - I” is bounded. (1.6) 
Let V, be a quasilocal operator, i.e., for @, YE Z(H,) we have 
(@9 f(x) v, g(x) y’) = 0 
if f, g E C~(lR”) and supp f n supp g = 0. Multiplication operators and 
polynomials in the momentum operator with x-dependent coeffkients belong 
to that class. V, may be nonlocal, e.g., separable, or it may be a potential 
describing velocity dependent forces. While both parts of the potential are of 
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short range the decay requirements on I’, are stronger. Note that the 
operators in the following expressions are bounded for all r > 0. We assume 
(1 +v)IIF(lx(>r)(H,+i)-“’ V2(H+i)-‘IlE:L’(IFi+,dr). (1.7) 
IIF(lx( > r)(Ho + i)-I.‘* V,(H, + i)-“‘(j E L’(R +. dr). (1.8) 
Denote by F(jx\ < r) a smooth cutoff by multiplication with the function 
~(lxj < r)(x) E C,“(lR”). where 0 <P < 1 and 
F(lxl < r)(x)= 1, for Ix/ < r, 
= 0, for 1x1 > r + 1, 
F(lxl > r) := 11 - P(lxl < r). 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
Then (1.8) is equivalent o 
lI(~~+i)~“*~(I~I~r)~,(x)(Ho+i)-“*(~EL’(IR,,dr) (1.11) 
(cf. (5.2a) and the discussion there.) 
It is natural that stronger decay requirements must be imposed on 
nonlocal potentials if one considers propagation properties. We have 
included them here because they arise naturally in applications. For example. 
in nuclear physics separable potentials have been used extensively because 
they are easy to handle; moreover, they may be a natural approximation 
derived from a bag model for hadrons. In these cases one typically has rapid 
(exponential) decay such that our condition (1.7) is certainly fulfilled. 
Finally we specify the long range part V, which is a multiplication 
operator with a continuously differentiable function V,(x) such that 
lVV,(x)( < const(1 + lxl)-‘3’z’-6. 6 > 0. (1.12) 
(One could include here polynomials in the momentum as well.) According 
to a construction of Hormander [7, Lemma 3.3 ] one can split such a 
potential into a bounded short range part and a smooth remainder which 
satisfies 
ldV,(x)( < const(1 + (.Y/))~~. (1.13) 
If the splitting V,(x) + V, has been made accordingly in the beginning then 
we may assume without loss of generality that (1.13) is fulfilled too, and that 
V,(x) E C”j(lR”). The physically important Coulomb potential is included. 
Take, e.g., V, = q(l + Ix]*)-“’ which differs from q (xl-’ by a short-range 
term covered by V,. With minor extensions of the results in Section III and 
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using the methods of Kitada and Yajima [ 8 ] the results of this paper can be 
proved for long-range potentials which satisfy for all multiindices u 
I(D”V,)(x)( < const(l + Ix])-‘“‘-‘, E > 0. (1.14) 
Physically these conditions assure that the momentum transfer is bounded 
and asymptotically small for a particle which runs away from the scatterer. 
This implies the desired propagation properties. 
At present the applications of our main result are in multiparticle 
scattering theory. If two particles have low relative kinetic energy 
corresponding to some small speed L’ and the third particle is localized far 
from the pair and runing away from it with a speed larger than u, then the 
separation of the third particle from both particles in the pair will increase 
linearly in time. Our estimate allows to conclude that the interaction between 
the pair and the third particle can be neglected in the future. This is used in a 
geometrical, time dependent proof of asymptotic completeness for three body 
systems. Another application is to prove existence of two cluster wave 
operators in v = 1 or 2 dimensions, if the two body subsystem has a zero- 
energy bound state with slowly decaying eigenfunction. For details, see [S ] 
or [4]. Moreover, one can use the results to treat time-dependent potentials 
as they occur in the charge transfer (or impact parameter) model. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we collect estimates on 
propagation properties of the free time evolution and, more generally, we 
study how the localization is changed when a class of functions of the 
momentum operator is applied to a state. We are mainly interested in 
estimates which are uniform in various parameters. For the convenience of 
the reader we collect a number of estimates in a form useful in time- 
dependent scattering theory. In Section III we study how certain functions of 
the full energy can be approximated by functions of the kinetic energy in 
regions where the potential is weak. This is used later to control the change 
of localization of a state when functions of the energy are applied, and it is 
used to convert an energy restriction into a restriction in momentum space. 
Our main theorem about propagation properties of the full time evolution is 
stated in Section IV and proved there under simplifying assumptions. The 
more technical extension of the proof to the general case is given in the last 
two sections. 
II. CHANGE OF LOCALIZATION BY FUNCTIONS OF THE 
MOMENTUM OPERATOR 
We study in this section how the localization of a state is changed when a 
function of the momentum operator is applied to it. The functions we are 
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interested in are smooth cutoffs in momentum space, the free and moditied 
free time evolutions, etc. The estimates are uniform in the size of the original 
localization region of the state. We state them in a form convenient for 
applications in time dependent scattering theory. Closely related estimates 
have been given before (see, e.g., [ 1, Lemma 1: 2. Sect. 61 and references 
given there). 
The Fourier transform is normalized as 
f(p) = (27r-“‘* f d“x exp(-ip . s)f(x), (2.1) 
and ” denotes its inverse. For two sets M, M’ we denote the difference by 
M - M’ = (x - ?’ 1 x E M. j’ E hf’ }. (2.2) 
and their distance by 
dist(M, M’) = inf{ (x - J/ ) x E M, J E M’ }. i2.3) 
F(a) is the multiplication operator with the characteristic function of the 
indicated region. Functions of (families of) self-adjoint operators are defined 
by the functional calculus. P denotes the self-adjoint momentum operator 
P = -iO. 
As a preparation we show two simple technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M,M’ER” be measurable sets and r= 
dist(M. M’) > 0. Then for any bounded continuous function cp on [F” 
II w E M’) rpm J-(-K E WI 
< min )sup Irpl; (Zn)-I’,‘? 1’ d“u lcp’(u)J ’ 
\,‘-.\, \ 
d”u (cp’(u jl I 
IUI .r \’ 
Proof: For any Y with /I Yy(I = 1. u/(e) its wave function, we have 
IIF(x E M’) q(P) F(x E MwI(* 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
< (277) -’ 1 
. .I1 ’
d”x 1’ d”4’ I’ d”z / cp’(x - I’)I I $(x - z)l 
. ,M . %I 
x filv4Y12 + lW12\ 
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x sup . I d”t 1 $(x - z)I XEM’ ,hg 
G (271)-u~2 j I I 
2 
d"u Ib(u)l 
uelu-M 
< (2n) -"'2 J 
I 
d"u I @@)I 
I 
2. I 
lul>r 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M, M’ c IF?” be measurable sets with r = dist(M, M’). 
Let rp E C”(lR”) satisfy for all multiindices a, Jai > 0, 
lim ((D”q)(p)( = 0. 
IPI- 
(2.6 1 
Then for all NE N 
IIf+ E M’) ID@‘) F(x E Wll 
,< min 
I 
sup (cp(; c,, . r-N jd”q I[(-~)(~+~‘)/* ull(~)l[. (2.7) 
Remark. For a particular decay rate N it is sufficient to require that a, is 
N + v times differentiable and that (2.6) holds for 0 < 1 a I < N + v - 1. The 
constant c, is given in (2.9). 
Proof: Using (2.5) we continue the estimate 
< (2+“/2 r-hr+, . 
J 
iu,>rl~I-L'-'dL'~ xs;p((u~~“‘+“@(u)( 
< curmN Cdl.4 ([(-A)(N+r’)‘2 p](q)/, (2.8) 
where 
c,. = (27f-" 1 ~s,~,d.f2=(4~)-“‘2r I, 
The last inequality follows by partial integration. 1 
If condition (2.6) is violated then the boundary terms in the partial 
integration (2.8) need not exist and vanish. However, for a class of smooth 
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functions rp which occur in applications, high derivatives of ~1 are integrable. 
Let a function cp E P(lR “) satisfy 
[d’lqI[(-&~](q)l < 00 Vk > K (2.10) 
for some K < 00. Certainly CF(lF?“) and the Swartz space .V (R”) of rapidly 
decaying test functions satisfy (2.10). Moreover (q2/2m - z)‘l, p E R. z E 
@\R + and polynomials in q multiplied with these expressions atisfy (2.10). 
If we take the inverse Fourier transform G(u) in the sense of distributions. 
then also 
(u*)~ f+?(u) = (27~))~” f d”q eiqu[ (-A)” (p](q) 
for 2m > K. Inequality (2.10) implies that g(u) is for u # 0 a function which 
decays faster than any inverse power of ( UJ as Iu]+ a~. With the same proof 
as for Lemma 2.2 we get 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let M, M’c R” be measurable sets with r = 
dist(M, M’). Let cp E P(R’) sati& (2.10) for some K < 00. Then for all 
NEN 
The constants C, depend on rp but are independent of the regions M. M’. 
Since it occurs so often in applications we restate this corollary for special 
regions. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let cp E Cm(lRL’) satislv (2.10) for some K < a. then 
for all N E 64 
lIFtI-xl > r+P)cpUJ)F(lxl <r)llSC.,r(l +P)F’ (2.11j 
for p & 0 if cp is bounded and for p 2 p0 > 0 if cp is unbounded. The constants 
C,,, depend on (o (and p,,) but are independent of r. 
Corollary 2.5 is useful in scattering theory for long range potentials, where 
the free time evolution has to be modified by 
U’(t, s) := exp -i 
I 
-If dt’ V(Pt’/m) . 
I 
(2.12) 
5 
The long range potential V(x) E P(WI’) satisfies typically 
I(D”V)(x)J s C,(l + ]Xl))‘-‘a’6. 6>0. 'dJal>l. (2.13) 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let v E C~(R”\(O}) and let the modl$cation operator 
U’(r, s) satisfy (2.12), (2.13). Then for any a > 0 
< c,v(l + t)-“(1 +p)y, (2.14) 
where the constants C, depend on w, V, and a, but are independent of r. 
Similarly for t < s ,< 0. 
Proof We apply bound (2.7) to the two parameter family of functions 
CAP) = U’(& s) v(P). (2.15) 
Choose b > 0 such that supp IJI c (p) Ip( > b > O}. The derivatives of 
U’ wrt p are uniformly in I p( > b bounded by sums of products of terms of 
the form 
! 
.I 
dt’D,“V(pf’/m) 
-s 
<const fdr’t”“‘(1 + Ipt’/mI)-‘-‘“‘S 
-0 
< const(1 + t)‘““‘-“. (2.16) 
Here we have used (2.13). Since w and its derivatives have compact support 
and are independent of s and t, bound (2.7) gives 
SUP IIWI < r - at -PI U’& s) v(P) WI > r)ll O<S<f 
<const(l +at+p)-‘v(l +f)(,v+““‘-6) 
<const(l + t))“(l +P)-k 
for N6 > 2k + V( 1 - 6). This proves (2.14). 1 
The functions ~0 in Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.4 have to decay towards 
infinity, or high derivatives have to be integrable. However, it is convenient 
for applications to consider smooth cutoff functions for unbounded regions 
like half spaces as well. We choose a coordinate system such that x,. p, 
descrrbe the half space and x,, pL the remaining coordinates. We are 
interested in estimates of 
IIW E M’) P(P,) F(x E WI, (2.17) 
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where cp’ E C?(R). In particular cp may be a smoothed step function. In the 
direct integral representation 
L*(w) z I_ LZ(IR, dx,) 
-@ 
the operator in (2.17) has a fibered structure 
d“-- ‘.Y_ (2.18) 
E MCK,)). (2.19) 
where F(x, E M(x,)) denotes the projection operator in L’(R, d-y,) to M(x,). 
the intersection of M with the line ((A, x1) ( A E IF }. Obviously norm (2.17) is 
bounded by 
Define 
sup IIW, E M’(-y,)) V(P,) W, C W.~,))lI. 
x i 
(2.2 0) 
dist,(M, M’) = i$dist(M(xJ, M’(x_)). (2.2 1) 
Clearly dist,(M, M’) > dist(M, M’). If the projections of M and M’ along 
the x, axis are disjoint (i.e., if for any x, either M(x) or M’(x,) is empty) 
we set dist,(M, M’) = co. In this case (2.17) is zero. For half spaces 
(2.22) 
LEMMA 2.6. Let M, M’ c F?” be measurable sets with r = dist,(M. M’). 
Let rp E C”(R). and let 
(d/dq)k cp E L ‘(p, ds) Vk > K. (2.23) 
Then for all N > K 
llF(-K E M’) Wl) F(-u E w 
<min suplrpl;ir-” ~dql(dldq),“‘a(q)o. 
I 
(2.24) 
Proof. By (2.20) it is sufficient to estimate 
IIQ, E M’) cp(P,) w, E m. (2.25) 
where M and M’ are any one-dimensional sets with distance r. By 
Corollary 2.3 for v = 1 this is bounded by (2.24). for the explicit bound 
compare Lemma 2.2. 1 
580~5?:2 h 
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Next we study propagation properties under the free time evolution. Our 
proof here does not use localization in x space in a compact set or 
smoothness of the states in momentum space as is usually done in stationary 
phase arguments. This allows to treat infinitely extended regions directly and 
avoids to sum up contributions from small cells. We begin with half spaces. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let g E C”O(lF?) have supp g c [0, co) and let g’ E CF(lR). 
Then for any 6 > j and k E IN there is a C, (depending on g and 6) such that 
for r, t > 0 
IIF(x, ( -(ts + r)) epiHOfg(P,) F(x, > O)ll < C,(I + t + r)-k. (2.26) 
Proof: For t = 0 the statement is contained in Lemma 2.6. Since P?,..., P,. 
commute with x, estimate (2.26) is purely one dimensional with H, = 
-( 1/2m)(d*/dxi). We apply estimate (2.4) of Lemma 2. I in u = 1 dimension. 
Set p, = p. M’ -M = {u 1 --u > ts + r} and v(p) = g(p) exp(-irp2/2m). 
Then 
dp exp{itpu - @2/2m) I g(p) 
I O” =- dpexp(iu(p+crp2/2)tg(p), 
I \/2710 
(2.27) 
where a = -r/mu > 0. We substitute as a new integration variable the phase 
function y = p + ap2/2 with range [0, co). Then 
p(y)=-I/a+((l/a)2+2y/at”2, (2.28) 
$ = (1 + 2aqr)-“2, 
q?(u) = -& lam dy eiuy( 1 + 2ay)-“2 g(p( y)) 
(2.30) 
= (-u)” &lowdy [ (i-$-)‘eiYY] (1 +2ay)-““g(p(y)). 
By partial integration with vanishing boundary terms the integral in (2.30) is 
bounded by 
(2.31) 
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The integrand is the modulus of a sum of terms of the form 
0 < k < n. (2.32) 
For .k = 0 the integral is bounded by 
co sup 1 gl (2a)n-l fa d(2ay)(1 + 2ay)-3!z. 
-0 
For 1 < k < n we find the bound 
c~W-~ jb” dp I g’k’(p)l. 
Thus integral (2.31) is bounded by 
const( 1 + a)“-‘. 
Inserting this in (2.30) we obtain 
I$(u)l< const(-u)-“(1 + a)n-’ 
= const(-u)-‘((-4)’ + t/mu*)“-‘. 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
For (-n)>t’+r, f <6< 1, tu-‘I* Q 1. In particular for t >, 1 we get 
! 
.-(f6+r) 
du Irp’(u)( < const(t” + r)“-““‘-““. 
. -cc 
(2.37) 
The uniform boundedness in r, t > 0 implies bound (2.26). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let g E Coo(W) have supp g c (mv,, co j and let g’ E 
CF(lR). Then for any k E N there is a constant C, such that for r, t >, 0 
IIF(x, < R + v,t - r) emiHofg(P,) F(x, > R)ll < C,(l + I + r)-k. 
ff supp g c (-co, mv,), then 
(2.38) 
I(F(x, > R + vat + r)e- iHofg(pl) F(X, < R)ll < C,( 1 + f + r)-k. (2.39) 
The constants Ck depend on fhe shape of g and on dist(mv,, supp g), but are 
independent of v. and R E IR. 
Proof: Due to the translation invariance of exp(-iH,f)g(P,) we can set 
R = 0. Set 0 < dist(mv,, supp g) =: mu. As in the proof of Lemma 2.7 it is 
sufficient to treat the one dimensional 
Ho = &P: = &P: + (v. + a) PI + 1 (v, + a)‘. (2.40) 
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(2.41) 
(2.42) 
Here we have applied the Galilei transformation 
P,+P,=P,-m(vo+a). 
The g’ defined by g((p4,) = g(P,) has supp gc [0, co). Using 
exp(it(v, + a) PI) F(x, < v,f - r) exp(--it(v, + a) P”,) 
= F(x, < -at - r) 
we insert it into the norm in (2.38) and obtain 
IIF(x, < -4 - r) exp(-is?,t) @,) F(x, > O)]]. (2.43) 
Since for any a > 0 and 1 > 6 > 4 there is a t, such that for all I > t,, 
at > t*, we can apply Lemma 2.7 and get estimate (2.38). The corresponding 
(2.39) follows by changing the signs of x, , P,, and u,,. I 
As a first application we show that particles with high kinetic energy leave 
a bounded region within a short time. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let g,, E C~(lR), 0 ( g,, < 1, and g,.(p) = 1 for IpI < 
v + a, a > 0. Let the shape of g,. (up to translations) be independent of v. 
Then for v ltl> 2R 
Iifi F(IxiI <R)e-‘““’ [fl - fi g,,(Pi)] fi ‘(I-xi( < R)l( 
< c,(l + D It] - 2R)-“. (2.44) 
ProoJ The norm in (2.44) is bounded by 
2 IJF(lxil < R) eeiHor[ I - g,](Pi)F(I~~iI < R)ll. 
i=l 
(2.45) 
If we decompose [ 1 - g,. ] = [ 1 - g,] + + [ 1 - g,] - into its components with 
support in the positive (resp. negative) half line, then each summand is 
bounded for t 2 0 by 
IIF(x, < -R + vt - (vt - 2R)) e-‘““I[ 1 - g,] ‘(P,) F(x, > -R)I) 
+ llF’(x, > R - vt + (vt - 2R)) epiHo’[ 1 - g,] -(P,) F(x, < R)I/. 
(2.46) 
From Proposition 2.8 estimate (2.44) follows for positive times. By taking 
the adjoint a similar argument works for I f 0. # 
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It is easy to similarly derive propagation estimates for rectangular 
domains from Proposition 2.8. Other simple regions are balls and their 
complements. We give some results for them next. The function g restricts 
the momenta to the interior of a ball of radius mu around mu,,. Such states 
should travel with an average velocity u0 and spread like cf. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let g E C~(R”) have supp g c { p E R“ ) 
I p - mu,, I < mu } for some u0 E IE I’, L! > 0. Let M. M’ be measurable subsets 
ofIF”‘. Then 
(I F(x E M’) epiHofg(P) F(x E M)ll < C,( 1 + 1 t( + r) ~-n, (2.47) 
where r = dist(M’, M + uot) - L! 1 f) > 0. The constants C’, depend only on the 
shape of g. 
Proof. One could extend Proposition 2.8 using uniformity in the 
directions. We prefer to give a direct proof. Using the Galilei transformation 
P + P - mtl, one reduces it to the case u0 = 0 (similarly as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.8). By Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to show rapid decay of g(u) 
for p(p) = exp(-itp2/2m) g(p). By the standard stationary phase extimate 
(see. e.g.. [ 10, Theorem XI.14 and its corollary]) 
lui(u)l< C/Al + ItI + lWk for (a( > c ltl, (2.48 ) 
where the C, depend only on g. Integration over /u/ > tlt + r gives estimate 
(2.47). a 
Remark. One can perform estimates similar to those in (2.30)-(2.37) 
which allow to find constants C, which are uniform in certain classes of 
functions g. If, e.g., the g’s are obtained from characteristic functions of 
various regions by convolution with a fixed smooth function of compact 
support. then the C, can be chosen independent of the size of the region. In 
particular the result for half spaces can be recovered as a limiting case. 
For later use we state explicitly a few straightforward consequences. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let g E C~(lR”) haue supp g c ( p E ii- ” / 
/p--v,1 < mu) for some uOE Ip”. ~1 > 0. Then for T > 0. t > 0 and for 
r < 0, t < 0 with p > 0 
II F(~I--u,(t+r)~>~~~t+rl+p)e~‘““‘g(P)g jm~)/I 
6C,(l +lt+rl+p)-n. (2.49) 
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In particular if ) vO ( > v, then 
II F(lxI < (jvOl-v)(t+71)e-‘Ho’g(P)g nz: ( )ii 
< C,(l + It+ 7l)-". (2.50) 
Prooj There is an a > 0 such that 
suppgc(pEIR”)(p--v,l~m(v-2a)}. (2.5 1) 
With r = 2a ( r ( + p apply Proposition 2.10. 4 
The simplest modified free time evolution for long range potentials is 
U(t, s) = U’(t, s) e-iHp”-s), (2.52) 
where U’(t, s) is given in (2.12), (2.13). Its propagation properties are 
expressed in 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let g be as in Corollary 2.11 with I v,,( > v. Then 
II 
~(l~l~(lv,l-v~I~+~O~(~+~~~~~(~~~ mf 
( )li 
< C,(l + (t + 71)~“. (2.53) 
Proof: Write g(p) = g,(p) g,(p), where gi have the same properties as g, 
sup I g,l < 1. With a as defined in (2.51) for g, one can sharpen estimate 
(2.50) to 
II F((xl < ((v,l-v+a)It+tl>e-‘“o’g,(P)g, m$ ( )ii 
< q1 + It + rl)-“. (2.54) 
By Corollary 2.5 with r = (I vO( - v + a) ) t + 71 and t replaced by t + 7 we 
obtain since 0 @ supp g, 
IP(lxl < (Iv01 -v) It + 71) U’(t + 79 7) g*(P) 
NxI> (IhI-v++a)It+~lII 
< CZ(l + It + rl)-“. 
This combines to (2.53). I 
For use in Section IV we state 
(2.55) 
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COROLLARY 2.13. Let fE CF(lR), supp fc(-m, mu2/2), then for arq 
nEN 
IIF((xl > (1 + 3a)(R + ul))f(Ho)e-i~‘o”-“’ 
x F((x( < (1 + 3a)(R + ut) - v(t - t’) -p)ll < C,(l + P))“. (2.56) 
The constants C, are independent of R, I > 0, 0 Q t’ < t. 
Remark. This covers (4.10). The estimates of (4.5a) and (4.8) follow 
with p = 2a(R t vt). 
Proof: f(H,) is a special case of a function g(P) which satisfies the 
assumptions of Proposition 2.10 with u,, = 0. With r =p, (2.56) follows. i 
For another propagation estimate see (3.22). 
III. KINETIC ENERGY AND FULL ENERGY FAR 
FROM THE SCATTERER 
In this section we study in detail how the kinetic energy is approximated 
by the full energy in the region where the potential is weak, i.e., far away 
from the scatterer. A part of this result has been shown in [ 1. Lemma 2 1. 
The main extension here is a sharper estimate for the long range part which 
allows to show an integrable decay in Corollary 3.3 below. Since these 
results may be useful for other applications as well we state them with 
sufficient conditions on the potential which are weaker than in the rest of the 
paper. Let 
H=H,+ V,+ v, (3.1) 
be defined as a form sum, the negative part of the symmetric short-range 
potential V, has a form bound smaller than 1 relative to H, and the self- 
adjoint positive part may be highly singular, however, 3(H,) n 3(Y,) is 
dense. V, need not be local. The decay assumption is 
IIF(lxj > r)(H,+ 1)-“’ V,(H+i)-‘(1 E L’(IP+,dr). (3.2) 
For the bounded multiplication operator V,(x) describing the long-range 
forces we require V, E C’(lR”) with decay 
IIJ’(lxl > r) v,(x)l12 EL’W+,drh (3.3) 
IIF(lxl > r) lV~,(xIll < C(1 + r)-‘-aq 6 > 0. (3.4) 
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By Hormander’s construction [7, Lemma 3.31 one can approximate V, up to 
a short-range correction by a V, E C”O([R”) with decay 
IIJIIXI > f-1 l~“~,(xlll E L’W VIaI> 1. (3.5) 
Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that (3.5) holds as well. 
Requirement (3.3) roughly means a decay like (1 + (x()-~, a > f, of V,. One 
can treat slower decay of V, similarly if one uses higher order correction 
terms in Proposition 3.1. The particularly useful Corollary 3.3 then remains 
valid without change. This allows, e.g., to treat potentials which satisfy 
(1.14). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let H satisfy (3.1~(3.5) and let either g E Y(lF?) (the 
Schwartz space of test functions) or g(w) = (o - z)-~, NE N, z in the 
resolvenr set of H, and H; g’ the derivative. Then 
IIJWI > r)MH) - dKd - g’(Hd Ul E L’P+ v dr) (3.6) 
and 
II~(lxl > r)Wo + l)“‘[W) - g(H,) - g’Wd v,lll E L’P + v dr). (3.7) 
Remark. The result is true for a much wider class of functions g. The 
proof as given below uses only that the Fourier transform off as defined in 
(3.18) satisfies I(1 + ll()r,+5 If(t)1 dt < co. Weaker decay assumptions are 
sufficient if one sharpens estimate (3.22). 
At the end of this section we give a corollary which is particularly useful 
for the applications we have in mind. 
ProoJ We first prepare some simple facts. If for some operator A we 
have 
IIW4 > r)A II EL’ or <const( 1 + r) - y, (3.8) 
and if C&H,) is a function to which Corollary 2.4 applies (e.g., a power of a 
resolvent or a function from Y(R)), then 
II Wxl> r) dH,)A II 
,< IINxl > r) VW,) N-x < rP)ll IIA II 
+ llvWo>ll II Wxl > rP)A II 
< const(l + r)P” + Il~W,)II IWxl > rP)A II. 
Thus also (p(H,)A has the same type of decay 
IIWI > r)Mfo)A II EL’ or <const( 1 + r) - y. (3.9) 
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Next we calculate the commutator 
((H,-z)-‘. V,(=(H,-z)-‘(V,,H,](H,-z)-’ 
=(H,-z)-’ 1; vv,.P+&Av,/ (Iv,-z)--’ I 
Since lVV,/ and ldV,( both decay integrably by (3.5) we obtain 
llF(l.ul > r)[(Ho-z)-‘. V,jll EL’(b). 
Next we consider 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(Ho-z)-’ v,- QH-z)-’ 
= [(Ho-z)-‘, V,] + V,(H,-z)-’ V,(H-z)-’ 
+ V,(H,-z)-’ V,(H-zj-1. (3.12) 
By (3.1 l), (3.9), and assumptions (3.2)-(3.5) all three terms in (3.12) decay 
integrably 
IIF(lxl> r){(H,-z)-’ v,- V,(H-z)-‘}//EL’(dr). 
For the resolvent (3.6) reads 
(3.13) 
IIF((x > r)[(H - z)-’ - (H, -z)-’ + (H, - z)-I V,]li 
<lIml> w&-z)-’ ~,(~,-z)rl/ 
+I(F((xl> r)(H,-z)-‘{(Ho-z)-’ v,- V,(H-zj-‘J/I (3.14) 
E L ’ (dr). (3.15) 
Similarly one also obtains 
~~F(~s~>r)(Ho+1)‘~*[(H-z)-‘-((Ho-z)--’+(Ho-z)-2 V,I// 
E L ‘(dr). (3.16) 
Expanding the difference of higher powers of the resolvents 
V-I 
= \‘ (~o-z)-k[(~-z)-‘-(~o-z)-‘p-z)-(-’-~-” 
kz0 (3.17) 
and applying (3.13) and (3.15) (resp. (3.16)) repeatedly one verifies easily 
that Proposition 3.1 holds for integer powers of the resolvents. 
Next consider g E .i” (R) and write it as 
g(w) = (co + i)-‘k+“f(W). (3.18) 
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where f E Y(R), and k is an integer with k > (u + 4)/2. A simple 
straightforward calculation shows that 
dW - gW0) - two) 6 
={(H+i)-k-((Ho+i)-k+k(Ho+i)-k-l V,}f(H)(H+i)-’ (3.19a) 
+ (Ho + i)-kf(H,){(H+ i)-’ - (H, + i)-’ + (H, + i)-’ V,} (3.19b) 
+(H,+i)-kf’(Ho)(V,(H+i)-l-(H,+i)-l V,} (3.19c) 
- k(H, + i)-k-‘f(H,,){ V,(H + i)-’ - (If, + i)-’ V,} (3.19d) 
-k(H,+i)-k-l(V,f(H)-f(H,)V,}(H+i)-l (3.19e) 
+ (Ho + i)-k{f(H) - f(H,) - f’(H,) V,} (H + 0-l. (3.19f) 
When multiplied from the left by F((xl > r) or by F(lxj > r) x (H, + 1)“’ 
then the first two terms have an integrable norm by (3.6) (resp. (3.7)) (which 
we have shown to be correct for powers of resolvents) and by observation 
(3.9). The corresponding contributions from (3.19c) and (3.19d) are 
integrable by (3.13). It remains to treat the last two terms, we begin with 
(3.19f). We expand using the Duhamel formula 
fW) - “wo) 
= (2,)-i/2 jm dff(f)[eiHr - eiW] 
= (2x)-‘I* j, dtf(t) ji ds eiHocr-‘)(iVS) eiHs (3.20a) 
+ (27r)-1/2 jm dff(t)(it)eiHOf ]+j’ds e-iHosV,eiHs - Y,/ (3.20b) 
-cc 0 
+ f’W0) VI. (3.20~) 
We apply F(lxl > r)(Ho + 1)” for a = 0 or (x = f from the left to (3.19f) and 
consider first the norm of the contribution from (3.20a). It is bounded by 
(2~) - “* jm 
-co 
df j&)0( i,; ds 
x IIF((xJ > r)(Ho + ll)“(H, + i)-k eiHo(f-S)Vs(H + i>-‘II 
< (27r)-“* jm dt It .&)I IIF(lx( > r/2)(Ho + i)-’ V,(H + i)-‘11 
-a, 
+ (2n)-“2 ll(Ho+i)-’ V,(H+i)-‘If+df(l +Jtl)“+3 I.?(t)l 
x (1 + ItI)-“-* IIF(lxl > r)eiHo”+‘(Ho + 1)” 
x (I-z, + i)-k+’ F(lxl > r/2)11. (3.2 1) 
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The first summand is integrable by assumption (3.2). To the last factor of 
the second summand we apply Lemma 2.2 with CPU? = 
e iH-yHo + ll)“(H, + i) - ‘+’ We obtain an integrable decay in r like 
(r/2)-2 by taking v + 2 derivatives of rp. For k > (v + 4)/2 we have 
(1 + It]))“‘-‘]]F(]x( > r)ei”o’t-s’(HO + ll)“(HO + i)mk+‘F(jxj < r/2)/1 
< %(I + Itl)-“-‘!‘d”q)((-d)“.“‘l’~](q)l 
< const( 1 + I-‘)-’ (3.22) 
uniformly in 0 < ]s] & (t (. The rapid decay of f(t) ensures finiteness of the 
other factors. 
Up to a constant he term (3.20b) equals 
[= dtf(t) f ds eiffO(r-s) [VleiHs _ eiH~sv,]. 
.-m -0 
And up to a constant he curly bracket in (3.19e) has the form 
fm dt=f(t)[V,eiH’ - e’HorV,]. 
. -a, 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
We can treat both terms simultaneously and finish the proof of 
Proposition 3.1 by showing for a = 0 or CI = 1 and k > (v + 4)/2 
(I + ItI)-“-” sup i]F(]x] > r)(Ho + ll)“(H, + i)-k eiHo”-” 
Isl<ltl 
x [ V,eiHs _ eiHo.s V,](H + i)-’ II E L’(dr) (3.25) 
unifiormly in 2. 
The square bracket in (3.25) is 
V,(eiHS - eiH@) + [v,, eiHos ) 
.s 
= i 
1 ds’ e i"os'V, . (v, + v,) eiH(sps') 
J 0 
+ !I ds’[ V,, e’“@‘](iV) eiH(‘-“’ + [v,, eiHos]. (3.26b) 
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The commutators in (3.26b) are expanded again as 
[V,, PO*] 
I 
.s 
=- dt, eiHOf’. ‘(Ho, V1] eiHocs-“’ 
0 
=- ! -’ dtr eiHor’ ]i p . (vv,) + &A V, 1 eiHo(s-r”, (3.27) -0 
and analogously 
(H,+i)-‘[V,,eiHoS’](Ho+i)- [V,,eiHo”‘] 
=(Ho+i)~‘[(V,,Ho],eiHoS’] 
i .S’ 
=z ! m 0 
dt’ eiHof ‘(Ho + i) - ’ 
vPiP,(aidjV,)+iP’(VAV[)-+(d2Y,)’ e 1 iHocs’-r’le 
z \ (3.28) 
Thus all contributions to (3.25) which come from the commutator terms 
(3.26b) have bounds of the typical form 
(1 + jt~)-“-‘~~F(~x~ > f-)eiHoU(Ho + l)“(Ho + i)-k+’ F(lxl < r/2)1/, 
(3.29) 
where 1~) < Itl, and 
IIWxl > r/2) l~“V,lllT Ial> 1. (3.30) 
(3.29) and the variants of it involving monomials in P decay integrably as 
shown in (3.22); (3.30) decays by the assumptions about the long range 
potential, and the extra factor of (1 + (t I) 2 in (3.25) compensates the up to 
two extra integrations. 
Finally the contribution from (3.26a) has again a part of the type (3.22), a 
term 
IIWXI > $2) Cll (3.3 1) 
which is integrable by assumption (3.3), and a term 
IIF(IxI > r/Z)(H, + i)-’ V,V,(H+ i)-‘(l 
,< II V,ll . IIF(lxl > +)(ffo + f)-’ V,(H + V’II 
+ IlfIxl > d2Wo + i)-‘[Ho7 V,lll 
* ll(Ho + i) - ’ V$(H + i) - ’ (I. (3.32) 
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The first summand is integrable by (3.2) and the second by (3.5) since it 
involves only derivatives of V,. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.1. 1 
If no long range forces are present, then one has the simpler 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let H = H, + V, sati@ (3.2) and let either be 
g E .7’(R) or g(o) = (o -z)-“, NE I’d, z E p(H) np(H,). Then 
IIF(lxl > r)ldH)- gW,)llIEL’(~+,dr). (3.33) 
IIF(l.~l > rW,+ V’i2[g(H)- g(H,)IIIEL’(~+,dr). (3.34) 
Corollary 3.3 is particularly useful for applications. The part of the state 
with kinetic energy strictly bigger than the maximal full energy decays 
integrably with the separation from the center of force. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let H = H, + V, + V, sat&xv (3.2k(3.5). and let 2 E 
C?(R). For any g E C;(R) with g(w) = 1 for o E supp 2 
IIf’(I.~I > r)[‘f - dH,)l tWI E L’F + 3 dr). 
Proof: By assumption on g and 2 
I1 - gW,)l(BW,) + d’W,) VI) = 0. 
Thus (3.35) is bounded by 
llF(l+~l > r)gWdQlxl < r/2)11 . IIiW - Hf,) - g’(H,) V,// 
(3.35 1 
(3.36) 
+ II 1 - dH,IIl . lI~(l~~l > $211 t?(H) - iWd - 8’Wd V,IIl. 
(3.37) 
The first summand decays rapidly in r by Corollary 2.4 and the second 
decays integrably in r by Proposition 3.1. 1 
IV. THE MAIN THEOREM. ITS PROOF FOR A SPECIAL CASE 
In this section we give the proof of our main result under more restrictive 
conditions than necessary. This part contains the main ideas, the extensions 
to cover the general case are mainly technical. They follow in the next 
sections. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let H = H, + V satisfy assumptions (1.2~( 1.8), (1.12). 
For 2 E C,“(iR) let supp 2 c (--a~, mv2/2), some v > 0. Then for any a > 0 
ai”, jrn df IIF(Jx( > (1 + a)(R + vt)) e-‘H’&H) F(lxj < R)lj = 0. (4.1) 
- 0 
Remark. With some minor extensions one may assume (1.14) instead of 
(1.12). 
ProoJ From the integrand in (4.1) we first single out a number of terms 
which all have the desired integrability property. The remainder satisfies an 
integral inequality which can be controlled using Gronwall’s inequality. 
With 8 as specified above there is a g E CF(lR), 0 < g(o) < 1, supp g c 
(-co, mv2/2), and g(w) = 1 for w E supp g. Then g(H) d(H) = g(H). 
Without loss of generality we will assume 1 g(w)1 < 1. By Corollary 3.3 
II%4 > r)[f - gWo)l 8Wl (4.2) 
is integrable in r. Since a > 0 is arbitrary it is sufficient to estimate 
((F((xJ > (1 + 3a)(R + a)) e-‘H’g(H) F(Ixl < R)ll 
< IIW4 > (1 + 3a)(R + vt))[g - gWo)l AWII (4.3a) 
+ IIF(lxl > (1 + 3a)(R + vt))g(H,)e-‘“‘~(H)~()XI < R)ll. (4%) 
The first term is integrable by (4.2) in (R + vt), we proceed to estimate 
(4.3b) by 
IIF(Jxl > (1 + 3a)(R + vt))g(Ho)e~i*of~(H)~(l~l < R)ll (4.4a) 
+ I( F((xI > (1 + 3a)(R + vt)) g(H,)[e-‘“’ - eeiHor] 
x 8WJIbl < RN. (4.4b) 
The first term can be easily estimated using propagation properties of the 
free time evolution. Term (4.4a) is bounded by 
IIN > (1 + 3a)(R + vOMHo)e -iHofF < R + a(R + vt))ll (4Sa) 
+ IIWxl > R + 4R + vt))iW)f’(lxl < RN (4Sb) 
The first summand decays by Corollary 2.13 faster than any inverse power 
of (R + vt). We obtain as a bound for (4Sb) 
IIF(IxI > R + a@ + vf))[iW) - &Ho) - &V-f,) v,lll 
+ IIJWI > R + 4R + W)[&Ho) + $Po) v,l Wxl <RN. (4.6) 
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The last term decays rapidly by Corollary 2.4, and the first term in (4.6) is 
integrable by Proposition 3.1. 
We expand the difference of the time evolutions in the remaining term 
(4.4b) by the Duhamel formula. We estimate by integrating the norm of the 
integrand 
,(dl~ IIF(lxj > (1 + 3a)(R + vt))g(H,)e~~‘“D”~“’ 
x VeeiHf’ff(H) F(JxJ < R)ll. (4.7) 
The norm is everywhere defined because g(H,) V&H) is a bounded operator. 
For the part V2 of the potential which roughly decays faster than the second 
inverse power of the distance (precisely (1.7)) it is easy to finish the proof. 
Again by Corollary 2.13 
sup IIF((xI > (1 + 3a)(R + ut))g(H,)(H, + i)“’ e-iHP”-r ’ 
O<f'c;f 
x F([xj < R + a(R + tv))il (4.8) 
decays faster than any inverse power of (R + ut); and the same applies to the 
integral from 0 to t of this expression. On the other hand 
(’ dt’ (IF(!xl > R + a(R + vt))(H, + i)- “* V, ~%H)ll 
-0 
< (au)-’ u(R + of) IIF(lx( > u(R + vt))(Ho + i)-’ ’ Vzg(H)IJ (4.9) 
which is integrable in R + ut by assumption (1.7). This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 if all of the potential has sufficiently rapid decay, even if it is 
very singular. Next we consider a short range part V, with slower decay. the 
long range part will be added in Section VI. 
In the integrand of (4.7) we use again Corollary 2.13 and observe that 
IIF(lxl > (1 + 3u)(R + vt))g(Ho)(Ho + 1)“:’ e-iHo”+f” 
x F((x( < (1 + 3u)(R + ut) - u(t - f’) - p)II (4.10) 
decays faster than any inverse power of p uniformly in R, t, and 0 < t’ < I. 
We can choose p growing with a small power of (R + of), e.g., 
p = u(R + t’r)‘j*. (4.11) 
We obtain rapid decay in (R + vt) of the corresponding term in integral 
(4.7), because (H, + ll)- “’ L’, g(H) is bounded. It remains to estimate 
(“dt’~~F((xJ>(1+3u)(R+vt)-u(t-1’)--p)(H,+~)-~”’ 
-0 
x V,e-i”f’~(H) F(lxJ < R))I. (4.12) 
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Since g(H) = g(H) g(H) we can split the product of operators in the second 
line of (4.12) according to 
V, g(H) F(JxI > (1 + 3a)(R + a’)) eeiH”&H) F(lxl < R) (4.13a) 
+ V, g(H) F((x/ < (1 + 3a)(R + or’)) e-‘““g(H) F(lxl < R). (4.13b) 
With the choice (4.11) for p (and similarly for other choices) we get for 
O<t’,<t,R>l 
(1 + 3a)(R + ut) - tl(t - t’) - p > a(R + vt). (4.14) 
It is convenient to introduce two shorthands. 
K(r) := 11 F((x (> ur)(H, + 1) - ‘I* v, g(H)11 (4.15) 
which is integrable in r by assumption (1.8). And 
y(R, t) := IIF(lxl > (1 + 3u)(R + ut))e-‘“‘~(H)F(lxl < R)ll (4.16) 
is essentially the integrand in (4.1) (replacing a by 3~). It occurs again in 
(4.13a). Using (4.13~(4.16) we can estimate (4.12) by 
if dt’ IIF(lxl > (1 + 3u)(R + vt) - tl(t - t’) -p>(Ho + I)-“* I’-, g(H) 
‘7 
x e-‘““g(H) F((x < R)I( (4.17a) 
+ f’dt’ IIF(lxl > (1 + 3u)(R + vt) - v(t - t’) -p)(Ho + I)-“’ 
-0 
x I’, g(H) f-((x) < (1 + 3a)(R + ut’))ll (4.17b) 
+ (‘K(R + vt) y(R, t’) dt’. 
-0 
(4.17c) 
In the last term the integration has been extended again to the whole interval 
(0, t). The intermediate time T < t must be chosen close to t such that the 
contribution from (4.17a) is small and that nevertheless the separation d of 
the regions in (4.17b) is big enough. We calculate it: 
d=3uv(t-t’)-p>4p, 
where the last inequality holds if we choose 
T = t - 5p/3av. 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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The treatment of the general case of a quasilocal form bounded potential V, 
will be resumed in the next section. For the rest of this section we consider 
the important special case that V, = V,(x) is a multiplication operator which 
is bounded relative to H, and I-f (e.g., if the whole potential is Kato- 
bounded). Moreover, the decay requirements are slightly stronger 
(1 + (x/)‘+26 V,(x)g(H) and g(H,) V,(X)(l + (?1/)‘+26. 6 > 0, 
(4.20) 
are bounded operators. Then it is no longer necessary to smooth V, from 
both sides and we can omit the factor (H, + ll)“’ in (4.10) and g(H) in 
(4.13). Due to locality of V, the term corresponding to (4.17b) is absent if 
the separation d > 0, i.e., if T = f -p/3au. Then the counterpart of (4.17) 
simplifies to 
1” dt’ IIF(IxI > (1 + 3a)(R + vt) - c(t - t’) -p) V,k(H)jl (4.21a) 
-T 
+ (-I K’(R + ut) y(R, r’) dt’, 
* 0 
(4.21b) 
where 
K’(r) := It &Ho) V,fW > ar)ll. (4.22) 
This time we choose p = (R + LU)~ and R big enough such that (4.14) holds 
then (4.21a) is bounded by the integrable 
const(R + ut)“(R + rf) mm1 ’ +““. (4.23) 
We can sum up our estimates to 
.O. f) < Y,,(R + tlf) + [’ K’(R + a) y(R, r’) dt’. 
.o 
(4.24) 
where ?lo is a sum of integrable functions, namely. (4.3a). (4.4a). 
(4.8t(4.10), and (4.21a). There is a function f(r) > 0 such that f(r) E 
L’(dr), yo(r)f(r) < 1, and K’(r)f(r) < 1. This can be fulfilled because both 
.ro and K’ are integrable. Then with 
z(R, r) = f(R + of) y(R. f) (4.25) 
the integral inequality (4.24 j becomes 
z(R.t)< 1 + ftj+(R +ut’)z(R.t’)dt’. 
-0 
(4.26) 
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By Gronwall’s inequality [6] this implies uniform boundedness of z(R, f) 
z(R,l)<exp jrndt’S-i(R +ut’) 
1 I 
=:M< El. (4.27) 
0 
Thus 
Y(wNMf-‘(R +ut) (4.28) 
and (4.1) is proved because 
lim J .53dly(R,t)=0, . (4.29) R-m o 
and a > 0 was arbitrary. I 
V. EXTENSION OF THE PROOF TO THE GENERAL 
SHORT RANGE CASE 
The purpose of this section is to extend the proof to potentials I’, which 
are no longer operator bounded relative to Ho and H, nor local. Technically 
this implies that we cannot decompose any more into the regions IX] > 
(1 + 3a)(R + vt) - v(t - t’) -p and its complement directly at V, but we 
have to treat the “smoothing factors” (Ho + 1))“’ and g(H) as well as they 
occur in the generally valid estimate (4.17). Moreover, if we use integrable 
decay of I’, rather than Ix]-‘-*‘-decay (6 > 0) one cannot choose p as a 
small enough power of (R + ut) and still have integrable decay of 
pK(R + it). This will be handled by applying Gronwall’s inequality twice. 
We begin with a lemma which controls the change of localization of a state 
when a regularized potential is applied. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let V, be form bounded relative to Ho with form bound 
smaller than 1 and quasilocal. Then for any N E N 
IIF(JxI > r)(Ho + I)-“* V,(H, + 1)-“‘F(lxl < r - 3p)iI 
< C,(l +P)y, (5.1) 
where the constants C, are independent of r. 
Proof Recall the definition of the smooth cutoff p as given in (1.9), 
(1.10). Inserting it we obtain 
IIF(JxI > r)(Ho + ‘l-l” V,(H, + 1)-“2 61x1 < r - 3~)11 
< IIF(lxl > r)(Ho + ll-“* $(/xl < r-p) V,(H, + j)m”211 (5.2a) 
+ ll(Ho + 1)-“2 $(1x1 > r-p) V,P(lxl < r - 2p)(Ho + 1)-“*II (5.2b) 
+ lj(Ho + 1)-‘I* i((xi > r-p) V,F(lxl > r - 2p)(H, + 1)F”2 
x F(lx I < r - 3p)ll. (5.2~) 
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All expresions are well defined because the smooth $ leaves the form domain 
of H, invariant. The first summand is smaller than 
IIF(lxl > r)(Ho + ll-“zF((x( < r-p)(Ho + 1)“‘1/ 
x ll(Ho + lp2 V,(H, + ly211, 
and the square of the first factor in this expression is bounded by 
llF(lx( > r)(Ho + y2 F’(lxl < r-pjll’ (5.3aj 
+ & f IIP,F(lxl < r -p)(Ho + 1)-‘j2 F(lxl > r)ll’. 
,-I 
(5.3bj 
The rapid decay in p uniformly in r of the first term follows from 
Corollary 2.4. The same applies to the norms in (5.3b) since we can estimate 
them by 
Il(aiF)(lxl < r -P)CHO + 1)p1’2 F(lxl > r)ll 
+ IIF(lxl < ‘-P)Pi(H, + 1)-“‘2 F(I-Y( > r)jl. (5.4) 
The same estimate shows the rapid decay in p of (5.2cj. For p > 1 the term 
(5.2b) vanishes because we assumed that V, is quasilocal. 1 
Next we consider 
Ilqlxl > r - 3P)(H, + 1J"2 kw)ml < r - 4PI 
<II~(lxl > r- 3p)(H, + 1)"'1g(H)-g(H,)-g'(H,) V,lIl(5.5a) 
+ II~OI > r- 3pW, + 1)“21gWo) +g’WJ VII 
x F(lx I < r - 4p)ll. (5.5b) 
The last term decays rapidly in p uniformly in r by Corollary 2.4. The term 
(5.5a) decays integrably in (r - 3p) by Proposition 3.1. Summing up our 
localization estimates we have shown 
LEMMA 5.2. Let V, and H be as abotle. Then 
IIW-~1 > r)W,, + 1)-“’ ~,gWF(lxl < r-4~111 
< IIF(lxJ > r)(H,, + 1)-“2 V,(H,+ 1)-‘i211 
x IIF(I?c/ > r- 3p)(H,+ 1)"'[g(H)-g(H,)-g'(H,) V,]ll (5.6a) 
+ C,( 1 + p)-“, (5.6b) 
where the constants C,v are independent of r. 
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Now we can apply this to the term (4.17b). With T chosen in (4.19) such 
that (4.18) holds we can apply Lemma 5.2 with r = (1 + 3a)(R + ut) - 
~l(t - f’) --p. Then the contribution from (5.6b) gives rapid decay in R + vt 
(by (4.11)) of the integrand in (4.17b) and the same applies to the integral 
over t’. For the contribution from (5.6a) observe in the first factor that r > 
a(R + vt), thus it gives a contribution in front of the integral 
IIF(JxI > a(R + vt))(Ho + I)-“’ V,(H, + 1)-“‘JI (5.7) 
which is integrable in (R + vf) by assumption (1.8). For R > F we have that 
Y - 3p > R + vf’ uniformly in f. Therefore the second factor of (5.6a) gives a 
contribution 
jh>R +vf’)(Ho+1)“*[g(H)-g(Ho)-g’(H,) v,llldf’ (5.8) -0 
which is bounded uniformly in T. Thus we have shown that integral (4.17b) 
decays integrably in (R + of). This finishes the proof with respect to form 
bounded quasilocal potentials. It remains to treat the slower decay in 
(4.17a). We use p as given in (4.1 l), and T as in (4.19). Then as a first 
estimate we know that (4.17a) is bounded by 
y,(R + vf) = &K(R + vt), (5.9) 
where K(r) (as given in (4.15)) is integrable in r. Now our integral inequality 
for y(R, f) is 
y(R, f) < y,(R + vr) + y,(R + vf) + \‘K(R + vt) y(R, f’) df’, (5.10) 
-0 
where yo(.) is integrable as the sum of the terms (4.3a), (4.4a), (4.8)-(4.10), 
and (4.17b). The monotonicity and integrability of K implies that 
p*K(R + vt) is bounded and therefore also py ,(R + vf). We set 
u(R, f) = (R + vf)“‘* y(R, t) 
and obtain from (5.10) the integral inequality 
(5.11) 
u(R, f) G C, + J“ (R + vf)“‘K(R + vf)(R + vf’)-‘i’Z u(RI t’) dt’. (5.12) 
0 
By Gronall’s inequality [ 6 J this gives the bound 
u(R, f) < C, exp 
I 
[’ (R + of)“* K(R + vf)(R + vf’)-“2 df’ 1 
-0 \ 
<M<co Vf > 0. (5.13) 
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For the last inequality we have used again that rK(r) is bounded. Thus we 
have shown that 
y(R, t) = IIF(lxl > (1 + 3a)(R + of)) e-‘“‘d(H>F(lxl < R)ll 
<M(R + ut)-I.?. (5.14) 
Note that all estimates so far remain true if we move the cutoff 
(1 + 3a)(R + LU) further out to (1 + 8a)(R + vf). where the potentials are 
weaker. With this new cutoff we reconsider (4.17a) and obtain for the norm 
in it with the new shorthand 
r = (1 + 8a)(R + IX) - L$ - t’) -/I. (5.15) 
llF(lxJ > r)(Ho + 1)-l” v,g(H)e-‘““~(H)F((xl < R)lI 
< IIF((x > r)(Ho + 1)-“2 v, H-4 Wxl c y - 4p)ll (5.16a) 
+ IIF(lxl > rWo + 1 )-“2 v, gW)lI 
x llF(lx( > r - 4~) e-‘““~(H)F((xl < R)l(. (5.16b) 
The summand (5.16a) has exactly the same structure as the integrand in 
(4.17b), the integral thus decays integrably in (R + rjt). 
The parameters are chosen such that for R > 1 
r - 4p > (1 + 3a)(R + vt’). (5.17) 
Therefore we can use for the second factor in (5.16b) bound (5.14) and 
obtain 
(“dt’ IIF(Ix( > r - 4~) e-““‘i(H)F((xl < R)/( 
.o 
< 1 t - T/ M(R + vZ-) - Ii2 < M’ < 00, (5.18) 
the uniform bound follows with (4.19). The fist factor in (5.16a) decays 
integrably in (R + vt) using r > u(R + LV). 
Thus with the new shorthand 
y(R, I) := IIF(Jx > (1 + 8u)(R + ot))emiH’~(H)F(lx\ < R)ll (5.19) 
we have shown the integral inequality 
y(R, t) < yo(R + or) + [’ K(R + vt) y(R, f’) dt’. 
-0 
(5.20) 
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Here y,(R + vr) decays integrably in (R + vt). The same analysis as at the 
end of Section IV shows 
-m lim ! R-m -0 
dt y(R, t) = 0. (5.2 1) 
Since a > 0 was arbitrary this completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 in the 
general short range case. 1 
VI. INCLUSION OF LONG RANGE FORCES 
The free Hamiltonian H, entered the proof in Sections IV and V essen- 
tially in two roles. First the cutoff g(H,) introduced in (4.3) allows to restrict 
the treatment o a bounded region in momentum space. This uses the results 
of Section III which were derived for long range forces as well. Similarly the 
change of localization of a state due to application of g(H) could be 
controlled in (4.6) and (5.5a) using Proposition 3.1. These steps of the proof 
remain valid without change in the presence of long range forces. 
The other role of H, is to generate the time evolution exp(-iH,t) which 
served as a sufficiently good approximation of the full time evolution 
exp(-itit). It is well known that this is no longer true for long times and that 
one has to use a better approximation. Let us denote a unitary family of 
operators by 
w, s ) (f-5.1) 
as an as yet undetermined approximate time evolution which may be 
generated by a time-dependent approximate Hamiltonian. We use it to 
replace the free time evolution operator everywhere in the proof, e.g., replace 
e -iffar by U(t, 0) (6.2) 
in (4.4), (4Sa), and 
e -iIflo(t-t’) by U(t, t’) (6.3) 
in (4.8) and (4.10). The Duhamel formula now reads 
e -iHf - U(t, 0) 
j 
I 
=-- ds lJ(t, S) e -iHs (6.4) 
0 
iH - U(t, s)* $ U(t, s) 
I 
which has to be inserted in (4.7). 
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We have used the propagation properties of the free time evolution giving 
rapid decay in (4.5a), (4.8), and (4.10). All these estimates are covered in 
the general situation (cf. Corollary 2.13 and the remark) if for any 
g E C?(R) with supp g c (-co, mo2/2) 
Ilfwl > (1 + 3a)(R + N)gWo) WY s) 
x F(lxl < (1 + 3a)(R + Vl) - L’(f - S) - P)II 
< C,( 1 + p) -.v, NE iv. (6.5) 
Here the constants C, are independent of 0 < s < f and R 2 R,. (Actually a 
decay with N= 5 is sufficient in our proof.) 
The brace in (6.4) is 
. I 1 V, + V, + 
[ 
Ho + V, + iU(t, s)* f U(t, s) \. 
1 
I 
l 
(6.6) 
The short range contributions Y, and V, can be treated exactly in the same 
way as above with the estimates of (4.9) and (4.12). The additional term in 
(6.6) in square brackets can be treated analogously if we know that for p 
given by (4.11) 
oyt 
II 
F(lxl > (1 + 3a)(R + ct) - v(r - s) -p) 
X Ho+ Y,-iU(r.s)*$U(r;s) 
III 
EL’(IF+,df), (6.7) 
and the integral decays as R + co. An essentially equivalent sufficient decay 
property is that 
sup F(jxl > (1 + 3a)(R + tv)) 
OCSCI 
U(t. s)(Ho + V,) - i -$ U(t, s) 
E L ‘(W + , df), 
and that the integral decays as R + 00. 
(6.8) 
Thus the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete including long range forces if 
we know that for some U(t, s), (6.5) holds and (6.7) or (6.8). We expect hat 
it should be possible to show (6.5) for a wide class of long range interactions 
with U(t, s) = exp[--i(H, + V,)(t - s)]. Then the correction term in square 
brackets in (6.6) is absent and the proof would be complete. 
In [ I] we have shown (6.5) and a variant of (6.8) for potentials which 
satisfy (1.12) with 6 + 1 > (2~ + 2)/(2v + 3). This includes the physically 
important Coulomb interaction. Except for a different choice of the 
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parameters in that paper we show (6.5) by summing estimate (39) (or the 
first and last summand in (44)). The variant of (6.8) is the estimate of the 
second term of (44) which had been improved in the addendum. The 
estimates are not diffkult but tedious with the approximate time evolution 
used there. An elegant but technically demanding approximate time evolution 
for the long range potentials which satisfy (1.14) was given by Kitada and 
Yajima [8] using Fourier integral operators. Their Theorem 4.4 and 
Proposition 6.2 are closely related to our conditions (6.7) and (6.5), respec- 
tively. It should be straightforward to adjust the estimates correspondingly 
[ 111. Finally we mention a different approximate time evolution which 
satisfies (6.5) and (6.7) for S > 0 as stated in (1.12). Let (n + l)p > I > np, 
then for a suitably chosen 2 <p <p(6) 
U(t, 0) = exp(-iV,(t - nP)} exp{-iH,(t - n”)} 
n-1 
x n exp(-iV,[(k+ l)p-kP]}exp(-iff,[(k+ l)P-kPj} 
k=O 
(6.9) 
satisfies the claimed properties. The details about that time evolution will be 
given in a forthcoming publication. 
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